A procedure for improving the reliability of the Q (translation) functions is presented. The procedure involves correlating between maps calculated using different sections of the reflection data, these being spherical shells divided according to d spacing. The peaks in the Q function representing the true shifts of the fragment are found to be the most stable under such a correlation procedure. The modification has been incorporated into a computer program.
Introduction
Traditionally the weakest part of Patterson-function interpretation "procedures for crystal structure solution has been the location of oriented fragments in the cell. Much effort has been put into improving the reliability of translation ftinctions and several techniques have been employed to do so (Karle, 1972; Langs, 1975; Doesburg & Beurskens, 1983; Bruins Slot & Beurskens, 1984; Egert, 1983) .
In our own Patterson-method routines (Wilson & Tollin, 1985 w~ use the Q functions of Tollin (Tollin & Cochran, 1964; Tollin, 1966) and perform the calculations in reciprocal space. These functions find the location of an oriented fragment with respect to symmetry elements individually. For certain space groups, therefore, there is a built-in degeneracy in the Q-function determination, e.g. in P2~212~ three Q functions determine six coordinates and hence each shift is located with twofold degeneracy.
Thi~ degeneracy can be exploited in the interpretation of the maps by using cross comparison between them. Often such an interpretive procedure can eliminate ambiguities in the Q-function calculations. However, the intrinsic problems of translation functions mean that even such a procedure can give incorrect answers, owing to the coincidence of spurious peaks from each of the maps. Further, if no such degeneracy exists, there is no means to check the results indicated by a Q function other than by trial and error of the resulting model in Fourier or tangentrecycling procedures.
'Improving' Q maps
As was noticed by Karle (1972) and ourselves (Wilson & Tollin, 1985) , some improvement is often gained in the calculation of translation functions (in our case the Q functions) when only the outer half [higher (sin 0)/A, smaller d spacing] of the data, or some outer portion, is used in the calculations. Such data will be referred to as 'cut-off' data. The effect on the appearance of a Q map resulting from the use of cut-off data will now be discussed.
A typical feature of the Q functions is the appearance of bands of density in the map, regions of considerable linear extent where positive density is found (Fig. 1 a) . These are not universal, but are very common, especially when the model being used is small in relation to the asymmetric unit. The peaks in the Q map representing the required shifts arise from this general plateau region.
However, when cut-off data are used, these bands tend to break up and to become narrower (Fig. 1 b) . In the new map the peaks will be more likely to appear as islands in a sea of negative density, and are thus qualitatively more obvious. In this sense, the maps calculated with cut-off data are improved. A rationale for this improvement is now given.
The Q functions (Tollin & Cochran, 1964; Tollin, 1966) for the particular symmetry element under investigation. The Q function can thus be viewed as a Patterson sum function whose 'frequency' components depend on the interatomic vectors. This function should have peaks when the rj, rj, are related by rj = T(rf+ Ro)-Ro.
As was shown by Tollin (1966) the equation is evaluated for each symmetry element T(x, y, z) separately. The frequently found bands of density mentioned, which increase the noise and unreliability of the Q functions, can be explained in terms of the above Patterson summation. If different spherical shells of data are used in the summation the contribution of each successive shell represents higher-frequency contributions to the maps, i.e. the very longest d spacings given the lowest-frequency components, and thus the early terms in the summation give a general envelope of density in the calculated Q map ( Fig.  1 c) , whereas the later terms, corresponding to shorter d-spacing data, give higher-frequency variations.
Elimination of areas of broad positivity in the Q map by use of just some outer section of the data should leave the detailed information more clearly indicated, and should reduce the number of spurious peaks produced. However, because the low-frequency components do contain useful information in addition to the above possibly spurious detail, it is possible that the map calculated from cut-off data, while much clearer and easier to interpret, may have the relative heights of the peaks distorted. That is, it is possible for the relative intensity of the 'true' peak to reduce when a data cut-off is applied, as was observed by Karle (1972) and in the TAA example below. The true peak should remain prominent in such cases but this height variation is likely to be the reason for the 'outer half' improvement not being universal. The following general statements can be made about the calculation of a Q function from cut-off data: (i) the quality of the map is likely to improve (increased signal/noise, less spurious peaks); but (ii) the accuracy may diminish (relative peak heights). It should be noted that in many cases the accuracy is improved as well.
A correlation procedure
As a consequence of (ii) above, the only safe way to exploit the improvement gained by using cut-off data is to correlate between maps calculated with different sections of the data. This relies on the fact that spurious features will come and go but the true peak should be relatively stable. 'Stable' in this context means that the peak will remain close to the same position, and will be a peak, in all maps. No constraint should be imposed [again because of (ii)] on the height of the peak in each individual map other than that this should remain significant.
Such a correlation procedure should eliminate most of the possible solutions by (i), and despite (ii) the true peak would be expected to have a high summed value over all the maps, since it should be the most consistently indicated. It would be hoped that any remaining spurious peaks would be of lower intensity, and certainly that the hierarchy of possible solutions should be more reliable than that from just one map.
As the correlation has been applied in the current procedure, three maps have been calculated and correlated. These are respectively the full Q function (no restriction on dmax), a set restricted by a dmax chosen according to the resolution of the data, and a third map with dmax at an intermediate value. In all maps dmin = 0 and thus the high-resolution data are always used.
The procedure of selecting peaks in each map and then correlating between the peaks found has advantages over performing a straight summation. The latter procedure does not discriminate against regions in a map where no peak is present, and gives too high a weight to general regions of positive density which may be considerably removed from a peak position. Thus spurious details are eliminated more convincingly using the peak-correlation method chosen.
On a practical note, the peak position is allowed to shift by ~-0.3 ~ before the map correlation fails. This allows for sampling errors (the grid normally used is at about 0.1 ~ spacing) and small fluctuations between maps.
In addition, following the example of Beurskens, Gould, Bruins Slot & Bosman (1987) in three dimensions, we calculate and eliminate excluded regions in the 2D Q maps. These correspond to shifts which would lead to unacceptable clashes (< about 2~) of the search fragment with a symmetry equivalent. As can be seen in Fig. 2 , which shows the Q(Xo, Zo) function for seal myogiobin (Scouloudi, 1969; Scouloudi & Baker, 1978; Tollin, 1976) , often these excluded regions can be very substantial indeed. In the map shown in Fig. 2 , only the regions within the heavy lines represent allowed shifts for the fragment. Thus it can be seen that the number of possible solutions is severely restricted in this case. The true peak is indicated by the cross (x).
In the examples studied the excluded regions are taken into account in all maps calculated.
Examples
The results of several tests of the procedure outlined are shown in Table 1 . The improvements rendered by the suggested map-correlation technique can be seen quite clearly. The following points should be noted about the nature of the improvements.
(i) There is a reduction (often substantial) in the total number of possible solutions.
(ii) There are improvements (at times dramatic) in the results for individual maps, where the map-correlation procedure often moves the correct solution substantially higher in the list of possible solutions.
(iii) There are improvements in the 'discrimination' of the solutions in many cases, i.e. the ratio of the correct solution value to that of the highest incorrect solution.
(iv) For TAU (example 3), which has the degeneracy discussed above, even in the combined map [Q(Xo, Yo, Zo)] the uncorrelated procedure can rank the true solution some way down the list of possibles (e.g. at N = 75 this was only ranked fifth). The correlated procedure gives the true solution as first in all cases.
(v) For TAA (example 1) there is a relative worsening of correlated results as N increases to >200-owing to the use of very weak reflections as part of cut-off data sets. The nature of the procedure means that the data in such cases may be ~oversharpened' for the very high (sin 0)/A reflections which need to be used in this case, since sharpened IFs(h)l 2 values are normally employed in our methods. This overemphasis of possibly weak high-angle reflections can cause problems even if IEhl values are used. An ideal procedure would reduce the number of reflections used as more severe cut-off criteria are introduced, and this can easily be chosen as an option.
While the improvements in the interpretation of the individual maps are important, it is the improvement in the final combined solution which is more significant, implying that results obtained from translation functions employing the new procedure should be more reliable. Low & Wilson (1983) . 3. 2'~,3',5'-Tri-O-acetyluridine. Low & Wilson (1984) . 4. 2',3',5',Tri-O-acetylguanosine. Wilson, Low & Tollin (1985) .
* Cases where the ranking of the correct solution in the overall map has been improved.
Of course, if there is no combination of maps to be made [situations where there is no degeneracy such as in P2~ (see example 4, TAG)] the individual map improvement then becomes equally important and the above results give confidence that these will also be more reliable. In addition, in cases where only a limited data set is available (small N), this procedure can be expected to be of great assistance in the interpretation of Q maps, on the evidence of those structures in Table 1 .
Finally, it should be noted that the search fragments used in these translation-function examples are often small, typically consisting of <10% of the total scattering in the cell (p2), which is less than the fraction required in many other translation-function procedures (Beurskens, Gould, Bruins Slot & Bosman, 1987) . The combination of being able to use few reflections and a small search fragment renders the procedure outlined very useful in cases where only poor data are available, or when only a small part of the stereochemistry of the compound is known with sufficient reliability to form a model on which to base a translation search procedure.
Concluding remarks
It is hoped that the above map-correlation procedure will render more reliable the interpretation of Qfunction results and lead to less time being spent (i) trying incorrect translational shifts in a trial-and-error Fourier recycling procedure or (ii) pursuing an incorrectly defined or oriented model on the assumption that the translation-function results are incorrect. This procedure has been incorporated as an option into the Patterson-methods program PATMET (Wilson & Tollin, 1985 .
